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Abstract
Rectal cancer classification is important to determine 
the preoperative chemoradiation therapy and to select 
appropriate surgical technique. We reviewed the 
Western and Japanese rectal cancer classification and 
we propose our new classification based of Magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). We determine the relation 
of the tumor to fixed parameters in MRI, which are 
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peritoneal reflection and levator ani muscle. Then, 
we classify the rectal cancer into four levels based on 
tumor distal margin and invasion to MRI parameters. 
We applied all three classifications to 60 retrospectively 
collected patients of different rectal cancer distance and 
we compared our classifications to the others. Based 
on each level we standardize our surgical approach. 
For stages Ⅰ-Ⅲ, We found that level Ⅰ where tumor 
distal margin is located above the peritoneal reflection 
and all of them were received low anterior resection 
(LAR) without chemoradiation. Level Ⅱ where tumor 
distal margin is located from the peritoneal reflection 
and above the levator ani insertion on the rectum. 90% 
of them were received LAR ± chemoradiation. Level 
Ⅲ where tumor distal margin is located at the level of 
levator ani insertion or invading any part of the levator 
ani. 60% of them had ULAR + coloanal anastomosis ± 
chemoradiation. Level Ⅳ where the tumor distal margin 
is located below the levator ani insertion; 77% were 
received APR ± chemoradiation. The overall kappa for 
all levels between surgeons and radiologist was 0.93 
(95%CI: 0.87-0.99), which is indicating almost perfect 
agreement. We concluded that the management of 
rectal tumors differed among each tumor level and 
our new MRI based classification might facilitate the 
prediction of surgical and chemoradiation management 
with better communication among a multidisciplinary 
team comparing to other classifications.

Key words: Rectal cancer; Rectal classification; Surgical 
approach
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Core tip: We reviewed the current rectal cancer 
classification and we propose a new rectal cancer 
classification based on new radiological parameters that 
might lead to change in the future decision making and 
management. We provide a comparison between our 
new novel classification, Western and Japanese one.
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INTRODUCTION
At the latter half  of  the 20th century, surgical therapy 
for rectal cancer underwent vital changes[1]. However, 
the complication and death rates from rectal cancer still 
remain high. This finding might be explained by variable 
application of  the available therapies and surgeon 
decision at time of  surgery. The variation in therapy use 
has been shown in rectal cancer compared with many 
other diseases[2-5]. Heald et al[6,7] and MacFarlane et al[8] 
started a “total mesorectal excision” technique as a method 
to reduce local recurrence rates (4%-8%) following rectal 
resection for rectal cancer, without adjuvant therapy. 
Surgeons with different types of  training and institutions 
with variety of  cancer patient’s volumes provide rectal 
cancer management. Similar patients with similar tumors 
might receive different treatments depending on where 
and from whom they seek treatment; some of  these 
treatment variations may represent suboptimal patient 
care[1].

An approach to management of  rectal cancer 
patients using a multidisciplinary team (MDT) might 
provide better communication and facilitate high-quality 
management. It is proved in literature that the MDT 
could improve patient’s 3- and 5-year survival[9,10]. The 
treatment strategy was altered after discussed at MDT 
meeting in 58.33% of  colorectal cancer patients before 
operation especially in the matter of  the sphincter-
preservation and local control (P = 0.049)[10]. The issue 
of  variability in surgical decisions among surgeons, 
particularly in low rectal cancer, to preserve the sphincter 
or perform advanced surgery remains unresolved world-
wide. Several limitations present in the previous studies 
that have tried to found the nature of  therapy variations. 
Large population-based studies (i.e., the National 
Cancer Data Base reports from the American College 
of  Surgeons Committee on Cancer and the American 
Cancer Society) show the variations in rectal cancer 
therapy over time without clinical interpretation of  these 
variations[1].

The decision about surgery or chemoradiation treat-
ment depends on several factors, one of  them are 
radiologic evaluation of  the tumor. Among those radio-
logic investigations, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
commonly used to determine the status of  perirectal 
node or the circumferential tumor margins[11-13]. However, 
small number of  studies reported the relation between 
rectal cancer and peritoneal reflection or levator ani 
muscle by MRI[11,12,14,15]. Determination of  the best preo-
perative surgical approach are depend on several factors 
one of  them are tumor location in which, some authors 

depend on the height from anal verge while the others on 
radiologic relation to peritoneal reflection[14,15]. 

We reviewed the current tumor location classification 
and we propose a one based on the relationship of  the 
tumor to fixed parameters on MRI imaging. Furthermore, 
we suggest the possible surgical approach based on the 
new classification. 

ANATOMY
The management of  rectal cancer poses many challenges 
to both surgeons and oncologists. 

Knowledge of  rectal anatomy is a key for medical 
and surgical management and important for the selection 
of  appropriate imaging modality. The rectum begins 
immediately following the sigmoid colon, and ends at the 
anal canal. Based on distance from the anal verge; the 
rectum is divided into the upper (11-15 cm), the middle 
(7-10 cm), and the lower thirds (0-6 cm). The upper 
1/3 is covered by peritoneum. The peritoneum covers 
only anteriorly at the middle rectum while the lower 
1/2 is completely extraperitoneal[16,17]. The mesorectum 
behind the rectum separated from the presacral fascia by 
mesorectal fascia which its lack at the distal third of  the 
rectum just before its entry in the pelvic floor muscles. 
In regards to the upper rectum, Benzoni et al[15] found 
that the relation between tumor location and peritoneal 
reflection is a prognostic factor in rectal cancer. The 
tumor located at the extra-peritoneal part of  the rectum 
is more aggressive than those at the intra-peritoneal even 
when treated by neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy[15,18,19].

The lower part of  the rectum where the mesorectum 
end and levator ani muscle insert is an important part 
mainly for treatment decision, which is different from 
the part with mesorectum and above the levator ani 
insertion site. The tumor at this level can easily goes 
outside the rectal wall to the levator ani muscle or to the 
sphincters below this level, which might lead to change in 
chemoradiation and surgical approach.

RADIOLOGY
To optimize the treatment strategy on an individual 
basis, we need detailed information about primary tumor 
location, local extension, potential nodal-stage, potential 
circumferential resection margin involvement and extra-
mural venous invasion[20]. The complexity of  the anatomy 
and relationship of  the tumor to adjacent structures, i.e., 
bone and muscles-might lead to difficulty in prediction 
and management decisions regarding the type of  surgical 
approach and chemoradiation use. Radiology plays 
a key role in tumor management. It provides a vital 
knowledge about the tumor diagnosis and preoperative 
staging. Of  all the radiologic modalities that evaluate the 
rectal cancer, MRI is a superior modality that provides a 
better anatomical visualization comparing to computed 
tomography (CT) and endorectal ultrasound (EUS)[21]. 
In addition, it provides high accuracy in detection 
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of  tumor location, tissue characterization, detailed 
anatomical relation to the tumor and tumor staging. So, 
preoperative MRI is useful modality to determine the 
surgical approach and need for neoadjuvant or adjuvant 
therapy[21].

The benefit of  MRI for surgical treatment decisions 
was investigated retrospectively by Shihab et al[22] who 
found that MRI could objectively confirm the clinical 
impression by delineation of  the local extent of  the 
tumor and its relationship to the levator ani and the 
intersphincteric plane.

The accuracy of  predicting tumor extent beyond the 
muscularis propria was within 0.5 mm tolerance in the 
mid or upper rectum, and suggests MRI can accurately 
predict ultimate outcome. MRI can also accurately 
measure the distance between the anorectal junction 
and/or and the distal part of  the tumor and the luminal 
length of  the tumor, circumferential resection margin 
particularly in the mid-rectum, involvement of  the 
levator in the low rectum and the extramural depth of  
invasion[20,23].

CURRENT RECTAL CLASSIFICATIONS
Surgical approach and chemoradiation therapy decisions 
in treatment of  rectal cancer were determined by 
multiple factors. Tumor location and preoperative stage 
are the most important clinical elements. In population-
based studies, the information of  the tumor location 
is rarely available. However, in the institution-specific 
studies, which usually provide more clinical data, cannot 
reflect the practices in a general population. A consensus 
statement for tumor location and how it affects surgical 
decisions differ between Japan and Western countries. 

Currently, the tumor distance from the anal verge 
(upper, middle, and lower)[24,25] as adopted by Western and 
most others countries, or the relationship of  the tumor 
to the peritoneal reflection (Ra, Rb, and P)[26] as proposed 
by Japanese surgeons, are used to determine tumor 
locations. Peritoneal reflection separates the Ra and Rb 
border, which approximately corresponds to the level of  
the middle Houston valve.

In regard to western classification, some studies 
reported that the tumor height from the anal verge might 
have beneficial on the radiotherapy of  rectal tumors[1]. 
However, measurements of  distances from the anal verge 
are still unclear due to the methods provides to date like 
digital rectal examination or rigid sigmoidoscopy, are 
rather vague and subjective and the reported distances 
from the anal verge to the levator ani insertion and 
peritoneal reflection are variable[27]. Accordingly, based 
on this landmark we cannot measure the exact location 
of  the peritoneal reflection or level of  levator ani muscle 
insertion. We considered that if  the peritoneal reflection 
and levator ani insertion could be clearly visualized 
and localized radiologically, that would provide a more 
objective localization method rather than the distances 
from the anal verge measurement. 

In regard to Japanese classification, it is based on the 
relation with respect to peritoneal reflection. However, 
still it is difficult to determine preoperatively the exact 
location of  the peritoneal reflection. Furthermore, in 
relation to the mesorectum, the definitions of  extra-
peritoneal and intra-peritoneal locations are vague[27]. The 
start of  the P level, which is the anal canal, is not clearly 
defined preoperatively by specific fixed landmarks. 

WHY WE NEED NEW CLASSIFICATION?
Preoperative evaluations are vital to determine the treat-
ment options for rectal cancer. Moreover, the decision 
about the preoperative chemoradiotherapy and type of  
surgery is dependent on tumor location, tumor invasion, 
nodal status, involvement of  the meso-rectal fascia, 
and distant metastasis[11-13,20]. Due to the changes of  the 
surgical approach of  the rectal cancer over several years, 
new rectal classification to predict the best approach are 
needed. In the era of  sphincter preservation, technical 
innovations and improvement in the radiological 
modalities, the surgical approach for each tumor location 
is not clearly defined.

SURGICAL APPROACH 
Previously rectal cancer was treated either by anterior 
resection (AR) or abdominoperineal resection (APR). 
Then low anterior resection (LAR) proves non-inferiority 
results to APR with better quality of  life. Currently, 
the low rectal cancer can be approached by ultra low 
anterior resection with coloanal anastomosis, partial or 
complete intersphincteric resection, tailored levator ani 
excision (hemilevator excision) or even local excision. 
Those approaches proved to be alternative to APR with 
better sphincter saving and quality of  life. However, 
preoperative MRI might predict which of  those 
approaches are more likely to be used but lacking of  
specific parameters encourage us to propose a new rectal 
classification. 

CHEMORADIATION APPROACH 
High-resolution pelvic MRI is now routinely used in 
Korea as well as in United Kingdom and Europe as a 
preoperative staging and selection tool for the use of  
preoperative chemoradiation. MRI can easily localize 
the tumor above or below the peritoneal reflection and 
strongly predicts the likelihood of  involvement of  the 
circumferential resection margin, involvement of  the 
levator ani muscle in the low rectum and the extramural 
depth of  invasion. Furthermore, it can identify patients 
at risk of  the surgeon being unable to achieve an R0 
resection[23]. 

Long course chemoradiation or short course radiation 
therapy are routinely used for locally advanced rectal 
cancer “T3, T4 tumors or any TN+ (stage Ⅱ, Ⅲ)” as 
defined by National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
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to sigmoidoscopy by the 1 radiologist and 2 colorectal 
surgeons. The inter-observer agreement between surgeon 
and surgeon and surgeons and radiologist was evaluated 
using Cohen’s Kappa statistics. Kappa statistic was tested 
for overall levels and each level separately. Weighted 
Kappa < 0 indicate (no agreement); Kappa = 0.0 - 0.20 
(slight agreement); Kappa = 0.21 - 0.40 (fair agreement); 
Kappa = 0.41 - 0.60 (moderate agreement); Kappa = 
0.61 - 0.80 (substantial agreement); Kappa = 0.81 - 1.00 
(almost perfect agreement). Statistical analyses were 
performed using Stata-MP 10.1 (Stata Corp, College 
Station, Tex).

Results
Based on the MRI sagittal view, the first parameter 
was the rectal peritoneal reflection, which is the line 
connecting the lowest point of  the peritoneal reflection 
anteriorly to the highest point of  the sacral promontory 
posteriorly (Figure 1).

Based on the MRI coronal view, the second parameter 
was the levator ani insertion on the rectum (anorectal 
ring) (Figure 1).

Thus, based on those parameters, we divided the 
rectum into the following four levels: (1) Level Ⅰ: the 
tumor “distal margin” is located “above” the peritoneal 
reflection on the sagittal MRI view (Figure 1A); (2) 
Level Ⅱ: the tumor “distal margin” is located “from” 
the peritoneal reflection and “above” the levator ani 
insertion on the rectum (anorectal ring) on MRI sagittal 
and coronal views (Note: the tumor should not invade 
the levator ani at this level) (Figure 1); (3) Level Ⅲ: the 
tumor “distal margin” is located “at” the level of  levator 
ani insertion on the rectum (anorectal ring) or the tumor 
margin is invading any part of  the levator ani from its 
origin to its insertion (Figure 2); and (4) Level Ⅳ: the 
tumor “distal margin” is located “below” the levator ani 
insertion on the rectum (Figures 3 and 4).

To apply our classification clinically, we performed 
a retrospective comparative analysis of  60 randomly 
selected patients diagnosed with rectal cancer at various 
locations within the rectum. Thirty-eight (63%) of  these 
patients were male, and 22 (36%) were female. Their 
mean age was 59.18 ± 12.66 years. Twenty-seven patients 
(45%) received neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy. The 
preoperative tumor stage was determined. A total of  six 
patients (10%) had a disease of  stage Ⅰ, 10 (16%) had 
stage Ⅱ, and 44 (73%) had stage Ⅲ. The postoperative 
stage was also reported. A total of  6 (10%) patients had 
stage 0 (complete response) disease, 9 (15%) had stage Ⅰ, 
15 (25%) had stage Ⅱ, and 30 (50%) had stage Ⅲ.

Then, we compared the tumor location on MRI 
and sigmoidoscopy for each patient. Of  60 patients, 
12 showed a difference of  2 cm or more. However, 
this finding was not statistically significant (P = 0.64). 
Therefore, we depended on the MRI view, which could 
show not only the tumor distance from the anal verge but 
also the anatomical landmarks and relationships of  the 
tumor to the parameters. 

guidelines, however; recent improvements in the quality 
of  surgery, i.e., TME, MRI and pathological reporting of  
the operative specimen, lead most of  the investigators 
to question both these approaches[20]. Most of  the time 
long course chemoradiation used for low rectal cancer 
in a goal to preserve the sphincter but definition of  low 
rectal cancer are variable and some patients considered 
as low rectal cancer based on tumor distance from anal 
verge while the exact location of  the tumor are above the 
levator ani where using short course radiation or TME 
alone may be better to avoid radiation complications. 
The same thing can be applied to peritoneal reflection, 
which is an important since most of  the tumor above the 
peritoneal reflection less likely to have local recurrence 
where the radiation can be omitted. But the exact location 
of  peritoneal reflection needs to be determined by MRI 
and not by only measuring the distance from anal verge 
where from this point we propose our new classification.

OUR PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION 
Our proposed classification depends on division of  
the rectum into levels which is depends on a fixed 
parameters seen on preoperative MRI. Those parameters 
are peritoneal reflection and levator ani insertion on the 
rectum.

In a study by Jung et al[27] found that based on the 
location of  the peritoneal reflection, the subdivision of  
the rectum by MRI is more objective and anatomical than 
other classification methods and could facilitate treatment 
planning. However, his classification do not cover the 
whole rectum for that we add a levator ani insertion as a 
parameter for lower rectal classification.

Methods
MRI (sagittal and coronal views) was used to determine 
fixed, tumor-related anatomical parameters and so initiate 
a change in the management plan. These parameters were 
peritoneal reflection and levator ani muscle insertion. 

To locate the tumor in the rectum, we determined 
two factors - the tumor “distal margin” from the para-
meters and tumor tethering “radiologically the tumor 
closely in contact with adjacent structure and we cannot 
clearly define a separate margin” or “invasion” to those 
parameters. 

We then defined each rectal division “class” and per-
formed a retrospective study of  a 60 rectal cancer pa-
tients selected randomly based on their tumor distance 
from anal verge and comparison between our classi-
fication and those used by Western countries and Japan 
were performed too. We showed the advantage of  our 
classification in the prediction of  the exact surgical 
procedure over the others.

Data were analyzed using the SPSS statistical software 
(Statistical Product and Service Solutions version 18 for 
Windows; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States). A P 
value less than or equal to 0.05 was deemed to indicate 
statistical significance. The tumor level on MRI compared 
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We next compared our tumor location level to the 
Western and Japanese rectal location divisions. For the 
Western division, we selected random cases to cover all 
parts of  the ano-rectum (upper, middle, lower) from 1 to 

15 cm. For the Japanese division, we divided the rectum 
based on the location above the peritoneal reflection 
(Ra), below the peritoneal reflection (Rb), and at the 
anatomical anal canal (P). 
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Figure 1  Levels Ⅰ and Ⅱ (A), level Ⅱ (tumor distal margin above levator ani muscle insertion) (B). 
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For upper rectal cancer (Table 1), the tumor distal 
margin of  19 patients (31%) was 11-15 cm. Eight of  
them were Ra, and 11 were Rb. Four of  them were 
level Ⅰ, and 15 were level Ⅱ. Clinically, 17 (89%) had 
stage Ⅲ disease, and two (10%) had stage Ⅱ disease. Six 
patients had neoadjuvant chemoradiation. Six patients 
received open surgery, two received robotic surgery, and 
eleven received laparoscopic surgery. Eighteen (94%) 
patients had lower anterior resection (LAR), whereas 
one (5%) patient underwent the Hartmann procedure 
due to tumor invasion of  other organs; this was level Ⅱ. 
Postoperatively, one patient (5%) was stage Ⅰ, 6 (31%) 
were stage Ⅱ, and 12 (63.1%) were stage Ⅲ. Technically, 
we found that all level I patients received LAR. 

For middle rectal cancer (Table 2), the tumor distal 
margin in 16 patients (26%) was 7-10 cm. All of  these 
patients were Rb located in level Ⅱ. Clinically, 1 (6%) 
patient was stage Ⅰ, 4 (25%) were stage Ⅱ, and 11 
(68%) were stage Ⅲ. Half  of  the patients (50%) received 
neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy. Four patients 
underwent surgery using an open approach, and six 
underwent each laparoscopic and robotic surgery. All 
patients (100%) had LAR. Postoperatively, one patient 
was each of  stage 0 and Ⅰ. Six patients were stage Ⅱ, 
and eight were stage Ⅲ. 

For lower rectal cancer (Table 3), the tumor distal 
margin in 26 (43%) patients was 1-6 cm. All patients were 
P according to the Japanese classification. According to 
our classification, 11 (42%) patients were at level Ⅱ, five 
(19%) were at level Ⅲ, and 10 (38%) were at level Ⅳ. 
Clinically, five (19%) patients were stage Ⅰ, four (15%) 
were stage Ⅱ, 16 (61%) were stage Ⅲ, and one (3%) was 
stage Ⅳ. Half  (50%) of  the patients received neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation. Nine patients underwent robotic and 
open surgery each, whereas eight underwent laparoscopic 
surgery. Because three levels exist in those considered 

to have low-rectal tumors, the procedures also differed. 
Nine (34%) patients had LAR and APR each. Six (23%) 
patients had ultra-low anterior resection and hand-sewn 
coloanal anastomosis (CAA). Two (7%) patients had 
ultra-low anterior section with intersphincteric resection 
(ISR) and hand-sewn CAA. Complete pathologic 
response (stage 0) was achieved in 5 (20%) patients. 
Seven (26%) showed a stage Ⅰ disease, 3 (11%) had stage 
Ⅱ, and 10 (40%) had stage Ⅲ.

Overall procedures for level Ⅰ 4 (100%) patients had 
LAR, for level Ⅱ 38 (90%) patients had LAR, 3 (7%) 
ULAR + CAA and 1 (2%) had Hartman procedure. For 
level Ⅲ 3 (60%) patients had ULAR + CAA and 1 (20%) 
had LAR and APR each. For level Ⅳ 7 (77%) patients 
had APR and 2 (22%) had ULAR + ISR. 

The overall kappa for all levels between surgeons 
and radiologist was 0.93 and confidence interval (CI: 
0.87-0.99), which is indicating almost perfect agreement. 
The kappa for level Ⅰ was 1 (100%), which is, indicate 
a perfect agreement between surgeons and radiologist. 
Regarding level Ⅱ the kappa between surgeons was 
1 (100%) but between surgeons and radiologist was 
97.61% with overall average kappa of  0.98 (98.41%) and 
still indicates a perfect agreement. For level Ⅲ the kappa 
between surgeons was 1 (100%) but between surgeons 
and radiologist was 80% with overall average kappa of  
0.86 (86.66%), which is indicate a perfect agreement. For 
level Ⅳ the kappa was 1(100%) between all observers 
and indicates almost perfect agreement. 

SURGICAL DECISION BASED ON THE 
NEW CLASSIFICATION
Our new rectal parameters and classification could 
provide a common understanding among individuals in 
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Table 1  Upper rectal cancer data

Age Sex CCRT CM R L Pre OP TS TNM O/L/R OP Post OP TS TNM

67 M Y 11 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ YPT3N1
68 F Y 11 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅲ YPT3N1
56 F N 11 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
70 F N 11 Rb 2 Ⅲ T2N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
67 F Y 12 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
48 M Y 12 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
49 F N 12 Rb 2 Ⅲ T4N+ O LAR Ⅲ PT4N1
50 F N 12 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅰ PT1N0
52 M Y 13 Ra 2 Ⅱ T3N0 L LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
60 M N 13 Ra 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅱ PT3N0
64 M N 13 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
74 M N 13 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
54 F N 14 Ra 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
67 M N 14 Ra 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT4N1
63 M N 14 Ra 1 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅱ PT3N0
44 F Y 15 Rb 2 Ⅲ T4N+ O Hartm. Ⅲ YPT4N1
66 M N 15 Ra 1 Ⅲ T4N+ O LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
60 M N 15 Ra 1 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT3N2
73 M N 15 Ra 1 Ⅱ T3N0 R LAR Ⅱ PT3N0

CCRT: Concurrent chemoradition therapy; R: Rectal Japanese class; L: Level class; OP: Operative; TS: Tumor stage; TNM: Tumor, lymph node, metastasis; 
O/L/R: Open/laparoscopic, robotic), only M0 tumors were included; LAR: lower anterior resection.
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a multidisciplinary team. Whenever the tumor level is 
identified, the most likely procedure and chemoradiation 
choice can be determine directly. 

Regarding upper rectal cancer, the term “upper rectal 
cancer” does not indicate the location of  the tumor 
above or below the peritoneal reflection, so decisions 
regarding chemoradiation therapy cannot be made based 
only on this term. Additionally, even with 11-15 cm, 
the peritoneal reflection is located at a variable distance 
from the anal verge from patient to patient, and many 

radiation oncologists do not recommend administration 
of  radiation to tumors above the peritoneal reflection.

The Ra values (indicating tumors above the peritoneal 
reflection and that are level Ⅰ) for both the Japanese and 
our classifications were similar, indicating a tumor above 
the peritoneal reflection that is less likely to be treated 
with radiation therapy unless a T4 lesion is evident. 
However, Ra defined as a tumor above peritoneal 
reflection. Some surgeons include those tumors with 
distal margin invading the peritoneal reflection, which 
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Table 2  Middle rectal cancer data

Age (yr) Sex CCRT CM R L Pre OP TS TNM O/L/R OP Post OP TS TNM

64 F N   7.0 Rb 2 Ⅱ T3N0 O LAR Ⅱ PT3N0
68 F N   7.0 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅱ PT3N0
50 M Y   7.2 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ YPT3N2
85 M Y   7.8 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅲ YPT3N1
66 M N   8.0 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
73 M N   8.0 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR Ⅲ PT3N1
49 M Y   8.5 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR 0 YPT0N0
58 M Y   8.8 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N0 L LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
78 M N   9.0 Rb 2 Ⅱ T3N0 L LAR Ⅲ PT4N1
52 F N   9.3 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅲ PT3N2
61 F Y   9.5 Rb 2 Ⅱ T3N0 L LAR Ⅲ YPT3N1
73 F Y   9.5 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
48 M Y 10.0 Rb 2 Ⅰ T2N0 R LAR Ⅰ YPT2N0
74 F Y 10.0 Rb 2 Ⅲ T2N+ R LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
47 F N 10.0 Rb 2 Ⅲ T3N+ O LAR Ⅲ PT3N2
82 M N 10.0 Rb 2 Ⅱ T3N0 L LAR Ⅱ PT3N0

CCRT: Concurrent chemoradition therapy; R: Rectal Japanese class; L: Level class; OP: Operative; TS: Tumor stage; TNM: Tumor, lymph node, metastasis; 
O/L/R: Open/laparoscopic, robotic), only M0 tumors were included; LAR: lower anterior resection.

Table 3  Lower rectal cancer data

Age (yr) Sex CCRT CM R L Pre OP TS TNM O/L/R OP Post OP TS TNM

51 M Y 1.0 P 4 Ⅲ T4N+ O APR Ⅲ YPT2N1
57 M Y 1.0 P 4 Ⅲ T3N+ R ULAR +ⅠSR 0 YPT0N0
49 M N 1.0 P 4 Ⅲ T3N+ O APR Ⅲ PT4N2
75 M N 1.3 P 4 Ⅱ T3N0 O APR Ⅰ PT2N0
37 M Y 2.0 P 4 Ⅲ T4N+ O APR Ⅲ YPT3N1
62 F Y 2.0 P 4 Ⅲ T3N+ O ULAR +ⅠSR 0 YPT0N0
54 M N 2.0 P 4 Ⅱ T3N0 O APR Ⅱ PT3N0
48 M N 2.0 P 4 Ⅱ T3N0 O APR Ⅲ PT3N1
83 F Y 3.0 P 3 Ⅳ T4N+ O APR Ⅱ YPT3N0
75 F Y 3.5 P 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR 0 YPT0N0
54 M N 3.5 P 3 Ⅰ T2N0 R ULAR + CAA Ⅰ PT1N0
72 M N 3.7 P 4 Ⅲ T3N+ L APR Ⅲ PT3N2
37 M Y 4.0 P 3 Ⅲ T3N+ L ULAR + CAA 0 YPT0N0
47 F Y 4.0 P 2 Ⅲ T3N+ L LAR 0 YPT0N0
60 M N 4.2 P 2 Ⅰ T1N0 L LAR Ⅰ PT1N0
27 F N 4.3 P 2 Ⅱ T3N0 R LAR Ⅰ PT2N0
64 F Y 5.0 P 2 Ⅲ T2N+ R LAR Ⅱ YPT3N0
65 M N 5.0 P 2 Ⅰ T2N0 L ULAR + CAA Ⅰ PT2N0
37 M Y 5.5 P 3 Ⅲ T3N+ L ULAR + CAA Ⅲ YPT3N2
71 F N 5.6 P 2 Ⅲ T2N+ R LAR Ⅰ PT1N0
50 M Y 5.8 P 3 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅲ YPT2N2
40 M N 6.0 P 2 Ⅰ T2N0 L ULAR + CAA Ⅰ PT2N0
56 M N 6.0 P 2 Ⅰ T2N0 L LAR Ⅲ PT3N2
44 M Y 6.1 P 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R ULAR + CAA Ⅲ YPT3N1
56 M Y 6.3 P 2 Ⅲ T3N+ R LAR Ⅲ YPT3N1

CCRT: Concurrent chemoradition therapy; R: Rectal Japanese class; L: Level class; OP: Operative; TS: Tumor stage; TNM: Tumor, lymph node, metastasis; 
O/L/R: Open/laparoscopic, robotic), only M0 tumors were included; LAR: lower anterior resection; CAA: Coloanal anastomosis.
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might denial the use of  chemoradition. Those tumor 
invading the peritoneal reflection considered high risk 
for recurrence, therefore; in our classification we include 
them in the level Ⅱ.

Concerning middle rectal cancer, most advanced 
cases at this level would receive chemoradiation therapy. 
However, determining the exact distance of  tumors 
located at 7-11 cm had no much impact on the surgical 
decision. 

Regarding the Japanese and our classifications, level 
Ⅱ was most similar to Rb, but we limited our level to 
tumors with distal margins above the levator ani inser-
tion. We found that all patients at level Ⅱ had LAR with 
or without chemoradiation.

Thus, all lesions at level Ⅱ can be treated using LAR 
with or without chemoradiation. However, some lesions 
with invasion to other organs (T4) and not responding 
to chemoradition therapy should be treated using pelvic 
exenteration, if  possible. 

Regarding lower rectal cancer, most advanced cases 
at this level require chemoradiation for sphincter pre-
servation and to reduce local recurrence. However, 
determining the exact distance of  tumors located at 1-6 
cm did not reflect the surgical procedure performed 
unless the surgeons were unfamiliar with sphincter 
preservation, in which case the patients underwent APR. 
Moreover, the distance of  the levator ani insertion to 
the rectum differed among patients. Some patients with 
a tumor distance of  5 or 6 cm had LAR, whereas APR 
or CAA with or without ISR was performed in others. 
Those differences were due to the variability in the 
location of  the levator ani. If  the tumor is located at 5 or 
6 cm above the levator ani, LAR is highly possible with 
stapler anastomosis. However, if  the tumor is located at 
or below the levator ani, stapler anastomosis could not 
be performed, and perineal dissection was conducted 
instead.

In the Japanese classification, all tumors located at 
the anal canal are referred to as P. However, in our classi-
fication, we subdivided this area into two levels due to 
the variability of  the technique: levels Ⅲ and Ⅳ. Level 
Ⅲ; in which tumors are located at the level of  the levator 
ani or are invading it (level of  the dentate line) require 
careful dissection to achieve safe circumferential margins. 
If  there is no invasion to the levator ani, CAA with or 
without ISR is the treatment of  choice; otherwise, partial 
(or tailored) levator excision or APR is used for invasive 
tumors. Additionally, this area is technically challenging 
due to the muscular structure and location of  the ano-
rectal ring. 

For level Ⅳ, in which the distal margin of  the tumor 
is below the levator ani (the tumor originates from the 
rectum but extends down to the anal canal), most early 
stage tumors can easily undergo CAA with or without 
ISR. However, in cases of  sphincter invasion, APR is 
the procedure of  choice. Level Ⅳ is not technically 
challenging and is easier than level Ⅲ due to the proxi-
mity to the anal verge; additionally, circumferential 
margins can be achieved easily.

Thus, in tumors with a distal margin located at or 
below the level of  levator ani, stapling anastomosis is 
less likely to be possible, and perineal phase dissection 
must be conducted whether hand-sewn anastomosis is 
performed with or without ISR, or with APR. 

In our study, of  25 patients with a tumor located 
at 1-6 cm, 17 (68%) had a tumor located at 3-6 cm. 
Although the tumors were located below 6 cm (low 
rectal cancer), 11 (64%) were level Ⅱ. Eight (72%) of  
these 11 tumors were treated using LAR, whereas the 
other three (27%) underwent hand-sewn CAA. Those 
three cases underwent colo-anal anastomosis directly 
because the surgeon did not attempt to locate the tumor 
intraoperatively after complete rectal mobilization. 

After the localization of  the levator ani and its 
relationship to the tumor has been determined, whether 
a procedure should be performed above (LAR with 
stabling anastomosis) or below (APR/CAA ± ISR) it can 
be determined.

Neoadjuvant chemoradiation therapy can change the 
tumor characteristics and might lead to tumor partial or 
complete response. Also it leads to increase the rate of  
sphincter saving procedure. In addition to that the tumor 
location can be changed. With all those factors we with 
Jung et al[27] and we need to go with tumor level to know 
which procedure will be suitable for each individual 
patient based on restaging MRI. Summary of  the 
Management of  Rectal Tumors: (1) for early stage lesions, 
either local excision is used or the guidelines of  radical 
therapy are followed; (2) for radical resection of  tumors 
at stages T1-3, N±: Level Ⅰ: LAR, - chemoradiation; 
(3) for radical resection of  tumors at stages T1-3, N
±: Level Ⅱ: LAR/± chemoradiation; (4) for radical 
resection of  tumors at stages T1-3, N±: Level Ⅲ: CAA 
± ISR, partial levator ani or sphincter resection, APR/± 
chemoradiation; and (5) for radical resection of  tumors 
at stages T1-3, N±: Level Ⅳ: APR or CAA ± ISR/± 
chemoradiation.

CONCLUSION
Management of  rectal tumors differed among levels. 
However, our new radiological classification based on 
MRI facilitates determination of  the most appropriate 
tumor management technique at each level of  the rectum, 
and might increase communication among individuals in 
a multidisciplinary team. Evaluation of  this classification 
in a prospective study is warranted.
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